
 

 

 

  

PRESS RELEASE 

Rebelle breaks all the rules  

Online marketplace for second-hand designer fashion starts with an 

unconventional campaign into the new year. 

Hamburg, January 2nd: "Break the rules of fashion. Before they break you "- This 

is the claim with which Rebelle introduces its new campaign in the European 

market. Beginning January 1st, a TV commercial will convey our brand message 

with an attention-grabbing slogan. 

 

The 60-second spot shows a young woman who deliberately breaks with the 

rules of fashion. She shows herself half naked in one scene, in a pretty lace dress 

with a golden grill on her teeth in another. These wild patterns are anything but 

conventional. The strong statements arouse the will to rebellion in the 

spectator's mind: "Do not mix prints, do not show your bra, do not trust second 

hand". "We bypass the usual dogmas of the fashion industry and show that 

designer fashion and second-hand are not a contradiction. The purchase of 

pre-loved high-end fashion is socially acceptable, sustainable and - above all - 

absolutely trustworthy and affordable. It is simply a contemporary way of 

dealing with luxury where everyone can live out their individual style and have 

fun with our help," explains Cécile Wickmann, founder and CEO of 

StyleRemains GmbH. 

 

Do not go to REBELLE.com 

The film, made by the German agency Überground, will be released in Germany 

on ProSieben, Sat1, Sixx and Sat1 Gold and in Italy on Canale 5, Italia1 and La7 in 

cutdowns of 15 and 20 seconds. The campaign is aimed at style-conscious 

women between the ages of 25 and 40. It will be extended into relevant digital 

channels and adapted online in five languages. In addition to classic banner 



 

 

 

formats, such as Wide-Skyscraper or Billboard Ads, the re-commerce 

professionals rely on various video formats and social media. 

 

Brand profile - the Rebelle factor 

In addition to the creation, Überground has also given the corporate identity of 

Rebelle a facelift. In the new - digitally animated - logo "e" 's from other well-

known luxury brand logos, such as Hermès, Chloé or Celine appear to show 

what is behind Rebelle. The Hamburg-based company has unique items from 

over 650 designer brands in its inventory. “With the rebellious ‘e‘, we break the 

rules of a standard wardrobe, as the whole campaign questions the rules of the 

fashion industry. Our rebranding underscores the strong, consistent attitude of 

the company and its CEO. A great cooperation on the same level as well as the 

courage to question things," explains Jo Marie Farwick, Founder and Managing 

Director of Überground. "Rebelle's business model, we have taken an 

unconventional path in the luxury fashion industry right from the start. It is our 

goal to promote a rethinking in consumer minds, which leads one to question 

the classic rules and fast-moving trends in the fashion industry. This is what we 

have achieved together with Überground in the new campaign without 

imposing new do's and don'ts on the consumer," adds Wickmann. 

 

Since its launch in 2013, Rebelle.com brings together international buyers and 

sellers of luxury second-hand fashion. Following the acquisition of 

Scandinavian competitor, The 2nd Edit, in June as well as Mediaset's multi-

million Euro funding in July 2018, the company's image campaign takes our 

brand awareness in Europe to a new level. 
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Agency: Überground GmbH 

Idee und Konzept   Jo Marie Farwick, Anna Meissner 

Creative Direction   Jo Marie Farwick, Anna Meissner,  

Kathi Walter 

Text      Jo Marie Farwick, Anna Meissner 

Consulting    Kim-Louisa Hauer 

Art Director    Florian Wiesener, Jakob Reinhard, 

Dzhulyetta Kretsu 

  

PRODUCTION:   Wanda Germany GmbH 

Executive Producer  Mandy Kothe               

Creative Producer   Matthias Wissmann       
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Director    Ace Norton                  

DoP      Alexander Alexandrov  

Production Designer  Frank Niedorff              

Editor     Kolja Frase                  

Content Director                       Maximilian Port            

Photographer   Katherine Fox 

Model    Chloe Munton 

Music     Not A Machine Hamburg 

Composer    Timo Litzenberger         

  

POST PRODUCTION: Harvest Digital Agriculture GmbH 

Colourist    Dennis Wieck                

Flame Artist    Thorsten Rutz              

Sound Engineer   Tom Puschmann           
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Speaker DE    Friederike Solak 
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For more information please contact:  

 

REBELLE-StyleRemains GmbH  

Katharina von Reden-Lütcken 

Brooktorkai 4, D-20457 Hamburg 

Tel.: +49 (0)40 30 70 19 04 

Mob.: +49 (0)175 79 92 099 

E-Mail: katharina.reden@rebelle.com 


